
4985-522/552 Counter Table, 4985-591 Counter Stool, 4985-565/-
566 China and 4985-513 Server with 4985-514 Server Deck.

DINING ROOM

VANTANA™

Timeless Arts and Crafts design with simple lines, metal fretwork and traditional mouldings. 
Warm cherry veneers finished in a warm brown stain finish and antique-brass finished 
hardware give this collection its artisan style. Vantana™ is true to Broyhill® Furniture’s 

commitment to style and 100 years of quality craftsmanship. 
 

4985 VANTANA™ COLLECTION
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Bar Stool
W: 20” D: 21-1/2” H: 52”
Seat H: 30-1/2”
Seat covered in neutral-color 70% 
polyester, 30% cotton fabric

Counter Stool
W: 20” D: 21-1/2” H: 48”
Seat H: 24-1/2”
Seat covered in neutral-color 70% 
polyester, 30% cotton fabric
Use with -522/-552 Counter Table

4985 VANTANA™ COLLECTION

Construction Features: In selecting materials for the Vantana collection, designers and engineers at 
Broyhill design products that use a combination of selected hardwood and softwood solids, cherry 
and other hardwood veneers and wood and/or simulated wood products. Certain parts, simulated 
wood carvings and/or other decorative embellishments may be made of simulated wood components. 

Product availability and specifications are subject to change without notice. At best, finish photography 
is a representation of the actual finish and cannot reproduce the depth, clarity and beauty of the actual 
furniture. This catalog is the property of Broyhill Furniture Industries, Inc., and possession does not 
constitute authority to purchase. ©2011. All rights reserved. Broyhill and Vantana are trademarks of 
Broyhill Furniture Industries, Inc. Printed in the USA/SR • D4985CT2934 • 11/11 4200 6C

To learn more about the Vantana™ dining room 
collection, scan this QR code with your smartphone, 

visit broyhillfurniture.com/vantanadiningroom
or ask your retail sales associate.

Multi-Step Finish
To maximize the beauty and durability of the wood surface, 
Broyhill uses a multi-step finishing process that protects while 
enhancing color, depth and clarity.

Sturdy Frame
For maximum durability, Broyhill frames the inside of each 
case with cut-to-fit wood and seals the bottom with a panel.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

We understand that you want to feel confident in your 
decision to purchase stylish, long-lasting furniture. 

Use these Construction Details and Features icons to explore 
how our furniture is made, why it’s different, and why it’s 

worth it. You’ll soon find that it’s not just what’s on the 
outside that makes our furniture exceptional.

Secure Backing
To hold the back panel in place, Broyhill uses screws to securely 
fasten it and adds corner blocks to provide extra strength. 

Dovetail Drawers
For sturdy drawers with maximum capacity, Broyhill drawers 
are constructed with English dovetails in the front and back.

Smooth Gliding Drawers
For smooth opening and closing, Broyhill uses waxed, wood-
on-wood drawer guides. Internal stops are used to ensure 
drawers don’t pull out too far.

FEATURES

SAFETY-TESTED
Broyhill chests have passed industry standard 

testing to ensure safety against tipping.

Server with Server Deck
W: 58” D: 18” H: 63-1/4”
Server only: W: 58” D: 18” H: 38”
Server (-513): 2 doors, 3 drawers, 2 glass 
shelves, silverware tray
Server Deck (-514): stemware holder, choice of 
adjustable shelf or wine rack in center

4985-514
4985-513

Arm Chair
W: 25-3/4” D: 24” H: 44”
Seat H: 18-1/2”, Arm H: 24-1/2”
Seat covered in neutral-color 70% 
polyester, 30% cotton fabric4985-580

Long-lasting Hardware
To ensure hardware retains its luster and beauty, Broyhill uses  a 
special lacquer coating to protect it over time.

Touch Lighting
The top right hinge of the china cabinet allows you to turn 
on and dim the interior light with a simple touch.

Silver Tray
Organize and protect your flatware and serving utensils 
from tarnishing in the removable lined silver tray located 
in the top drawer of the China Base and Server. 

Counter Table
W: 48” D: 60” H: 36”
With leaf: W: 60” D: 60” H: 36”
Extends to 60” with one 12” leaf
Counter Table Top (-522)
Counter Table Base (-552): 1 drawer with 
removable wine rack

4985-522
4985-552

Leg Table
W: 44” D: 66” H: 30”
With leaf: W: 44” D: 84” H: 30”
Extends to 84” with one 18” leaf

4985-542

China
W: 66” D: 19” H: 83”
China Deck (-566): 2 doors, 2 drawers, 
stemware holder, adjustable center shelf, 
2 glass shelves, mirror back, 3 can lights
China Base (-565): 2 doors, 4 drawers, 
2 removable shelves, silverware tray

4985-566
4985-565

Side Chair
W: 22” D: 24” H: 44”
Seat H: 18-1/2”
Seat covered in neutral-color 70% 
polyester, 30% cotton fabric4985-581

4985-591

4985-593

Additional Seating Capacity
Leg Table extends to a 84” with an easy to install 18” leaf 
to seat eight; counter table extends to 60” with 12” leaf to 
seat six.
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